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0. INTRODUCTION 
Let ~,  denote the algebra of all n × n real matrices (regarded as linear 
operators on Rn). Given a proper (that is, closed, pointed, full convex) cone 
K in ~", we denote by ~-(K) the set of all matrices in ~n that leave K 
invariant. It is known that rr(K) is both a proper cone in ~9~, and a semiring 
under usual matrix addition and multiplication. There has been much re- 
search work on rr(K) as a cone (see Tam [13] and the references therein). 
Work on rr(K) as a semiring was initiated by Home [6], with special 
emphasis on its ideals, and was followed by Barker [1, Section 4] and Tam 
[10]. In this paper we turn to study aspects of this semiting that are related to 
the concepts of Baer semiting and Baer * -semiring, which we introduce. 
We now describe the contents of this paper in some detail. Hereafter, we 
always use K to denote a proper cone of ~". 
Most of the necessary cone-theoretic definitions are given in Section 1. 
Borrowing from the usual definition of a Baer ring, in Section 2 we 
introduce the concept of a right or left Baer semiting. We characterize proper 
cones K for which rr(K) is a right or left Baer semiring. In the process of 
obtaining our characterizations, we observe interplays between geometric 
properties of K and algebraic properties of the semiring rr(K); for instance, 
there are close connections between the property that F is an exposed 
(p-exposed or o.p.-exposed) face of K and the property that the tight facial 
ideal rrK, r is a right annihilator (or a tight ideal generated by an idempotent 
or by a projection). In particular, we prove that rr(K) is a right Baer semiting 
iff K is a projectionally exposed cone. 
In Section 3 we first show that ~-(K) is a *-semiring under the transposi- 
tion map iff K is a self-dual cone. Then we introduce the concept of a Baer 
•-semiring [of the type 7r(K)], and prove that rr(K) is a Baer *-semiring iff 
K is a perfect cone. 
ldempotents and projections are frequently studied in semigroup and 
semiring theory. This is particularly trim for Baer * -tings. In Sections 4 and 5 
we confine our attention to idempotents and projections in the semiring 
~(K). 
In Section 4 we show that the set of all projections in or(K) forms a 
complete lattice under the partial order p c q iff Im p c_C_ Im q, and that 
(under a proper identification) this lattice contains as a subsemilattiee the 
lattice of all o.p.-exposed faces of K (with inclusion as the partial order). We 
also prove that in the ease when K is a perfect cone, the lattice of faces of K 
is a sublattiee of the lattice of all projections in I t (K)  iff K is simplicial. As 
an interesting by-product, we find that the intersection of two o.p,-ex-posed 
faces of K is always an o.p.-exposed face. A new characterization f perfect 
cones is also obtained as a consequence of this by-product (see Theorem 4.7). 
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Finally, in Section 5 we introduce the concepts of equivalence of idempo- 
tents and *-equivalence of projections in the semiring rr(K) and give 
geometric haracterizations of these concepts. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We consider 1~" as an n-dimensional real inner-product space of column 
vectors in which the inner product is defined by (x, y )= x'y, where '  
denotes the transpose. A nonempty subset K c R n is called a (convex) cone 
if for all x ,y  ~K and a , /3>~0we have ax  +/3y  ~K.  K is said to be 
closed if it is closed in the usual topology of N", and is full if its interior is 
nonempty. K is pointed if x ~ K and -x  ~ K only when x = 0. A closed, 
pointed, full cone is called a proper cone. 
From now on, we always use K to denote a proper cone in N n, n > 1. 
The cone K induces a partial order on [R n given by x > y iff x - y ~ K. 
Certain distinguished subsets of K, called faces, will play a role in what 
follows. A subcone F of K is called a face if 0 < x < y and y e F implies 
x ~ F. K itself and {0} are always faces of K. An arbitrary intersection of 
faces of K is always a face of K. I f  S _ K, then the smallest face of K 
including S is called the face of K generated by S and is denoted by ~(S). I f  
S = {x}, we write qb(x) for simplicity. We denote by ~(K)  the collection of 
all faces of K. Under inclusion as the partial order, ~(K)  forms a complete 
lattice of finite length with the lattice operations meet and join given by 
F A G = F A G and F V G = ~(F  tO G) (see [2] or [8] for references). 
By the dual cone of K, denoted by K*, we mean the set {z 
~n : (Z, X) ~ 0 for all x ~ K}. I f  K is a proper cone, then so is K*; 
furthermore, we have K** = K. K is said to be subpolar if K c K*, and is 
self-dual if K = K*. A class of self-dual cones which will occupy an impor- 
tant place in our discussions i  the class of perfect cones. A proper cone K is 
called perfect if every face of K is self-dual in its own linear span (see [1] for 
more details). 
We have the concept of duality operator as a refinement of the concept of 
dual cone. By the duality operator of K we mean the mapping 
d r : ~(K)  -+ ~(K*)  given by dK(F) = (span F ) "  AK*,  when (span F) l 
is the orthogonal complement of the linear span of F. We call dK(F) the 
dual face of F. A face F of K is said to be exposed if it is the dual face of 
some lace of K*. I f  each face of K is exposed, K is said to be a facially 
exposed cone. It is shown that K is facially exposed iff its duality operator dK 
is injective. For properties of the duality operators, see [2] or [12]. 
I f  x is a nonzero vector in K such that qb(x) = {ax : ce > 0}, then qb(x) 
is called an extreme ray and x an extreme vector of K. K is said to be 
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polyhedral if it has finitely many extreme rays, and is simplicial if it has 
precisely dim K extreme rays. 
For a proper cone K in ~n we set 7r(K) = {a ~ ~n :a(K)  _ K}. It is 
easy to show that a matrix a ~ "rr(K) iff a' ~ 7r(K*). As a proper cone in 
~n,  7r(K) induces a partial order, again denoted by > . A matrix p G ~n 
is an idempotent if p2 = p, and is a (orthogonal) projection if p2 = p = p,. 
Projections will be prominent in the analysis of 7r(K) for self-dual K. 
Further definitions and notation will be introduced in later sections when 
necessities arise. 
2. BAER SEMIRINGS 
The extension of Baer rings to Baer semirings will be studied only for 
semirings of the type rr(K), so the definitions are stated only for this case. 
The more general investigation is left for subsequent work. 
For any set S ___ 7r(K), the right annihilator of S is the set 
R(s)  = {a = 0Vs S). 
The left annihilator L(S) of S is defined in a similar way. It is readily 
checked that R(S) [L(S)] is a right [left] ideal of 7r(K), where as usual we 
call a nonempty subset 5 of rr(K) a right ideal [left ideal] if it is closed 
under addition and has the property that ab ~J  [ba ~J]  whenever a ~J  
and b ~ rr(K). 
DEFINITION 2.1. 7r(K) is called a right [left] Baer semiring if every 
right [left] annihilator of 7r(K) is a right [left] ideal generated by an 
idempotent element; that is, for every S c ~'(K) there is an idempotent 
p ~ ~-(K) such that R(S) = pTr(K) [L(S) = 7r(K)p]. 
REMaI~ 2.2. A Baer ring ~ is usually defined (see [7, pp. 2-3]) to be a 
ring that satisfies any two (and hence all three) of the following conditions: 
(a) Every right annihilator of ~ is generated by an idempotent. 
(b) Every left annihilator of/~ is generated by an idempotent. 
(c) ~ has a unit element, 
In the case of a semiring, with a zero but not necessarily a unit element, one 
can show that condition (a) and (b) together still imply (e). However, we no 
longer have (a) and (c) imply (b), nor (b) and (c) imply (a). Counterexamples 
can be found for semirings of the type ~r(K), as our later results will show. 
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Note that in considering the annihilator (right or left) of sets we may 
restrict our attention to those of singletons. More precisely, we have 
REMARK 2.3. I f  S G ~r(K), then R(S) = R({u}) [and L(S) = L({u})], 
where u belongs to the relative interior of qb(S). 
For convenience, we shall denote R({u}) by R(u), To see this remark, let 
a ~ R(S) and let b ~ ~(S).  Then 
O < b < ~ aia ~ 
i=1 
for some a~ ~ S and some a i > 0. 
[If S = O, then R(S) = 7r(K) and ~(S)  -- {0}, and we have no problem.] 
Hence 0 < ba <= ~r=laiaia -- 0, which implies ba = 0. This proves the 
inclusion R(S) c R(CP(S)). The reverse inclusion is obvious, so the equality 
holds. Since this is true for any S G 7r(K), we have, in particular, R(qP(u)) 
= R(u). But we have qb(S) = ~(u),  as u ~ relint ~(S); hence R(S) = R(u). 
In 7r(K) we have, as with K, a collection of faces. Of particular interest 
are those faces of ~r(K) which are also left or right ideals. These sets, called 
(left or right) facial ideals, were introduced in Barker [1] and studied more 
extensively in Tam [10]. We also use the notation of these papers. Thus, for 
instance, we use 7rr, v to denote the set {a ~ 7r(K):a(K) G F} whenever F
is a nonempty subset of K. For any S G rr(K), we also use S' to denote the 
set {s' e ~2 : s ~ S}; then S' c 7r(K*) and, in particular, ~r(KY = 7r(K*). 
The following is easy to establish. 
OBSERVATION 2.4. If S c_ 7r(K), then 
(i) R(S)' = L(S') and L(SY = R(S'). 
(ii) R(S) is a right and L(S) is a left facial ideal of 7r(K). 
LEMMA 2.5. For any proper cone K, we have 
(i) ~(K)  is right Baer if and only if rr(K* ) is left Baer. 
(ii) zr(K) is left Baer if and only if ~r(K* ) is right Baer. 
Proof, (i): To prove the "'only if" part, let T U 7r(K*). By Observation 
2.4(i) and the assumption that 7r(K) is right Baer, we have L(T)' = R(T') = 
p~r(K), and hence L(T) = 7r(K*)p', where p e 7r(K), and hence p' 
• r(K*),  is idempotent. Thus zr(K*) is left Baer. By a similar argument we 
also obtain the parallel assertion that, for c, ay proper cone K, if 7r(K) is left 
Baer then ~r(K*) is right Baer. But K** = K, so the " i f"  part also holds. 
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Since K = K**, part (ii) clearly follows from part (i). 
Our next result clarifies the relation between the concepts right annihila- 
tor and right facial ideal. It is known that right facial ideals of 7r(K) are 
precisely sets of the form 7rK, ~ for some face F of K (see [10, Proposition 
3.11). 
THEOREM 2.6. Let K be a proper cone. 
(i) The following are equivalent conditions on a nonempty subset F of K. 
(a) ~rn. F is the right annihilator of some subset of 7r(K). 
(b) F = (Ker a) O Kforsome a ~ It(K). 
(c) F is an exposed face of K. 
(d) 7rK, ~ is an exposed face of 7r(K). 
(ii) When K is a facially exposed cone, a subset of ~r(K) is a right facial 
ideal if and only if it is a right annihilator. 
(iii) When K is not a facially exposed cone, there exists a right facial ideal of 
7r( K ) which is not a right annihilator. 
Proof. (i): Note that, as an underlying assumption, we only assume F to 
be a nonempty subset of K. However, when the equivalent conditions (a)-(d) 
are satisfied, F is necessarily a face. 
(a) =* (b): Suppose that 7rK, F is a right annihilator. By Remark 2.3, 
7rK, e = R(a) for some a ~ w(K) .  Note that for any y E K and any 0 ~ z 
K*, we have, yz '~R(a)  iff y ~(Kera)  nK ,  and also yz' ~ 7rK, e iff 
y E F. With this observation it is clear that F = (Ker a) n K. 
(b) =* (a): Suppose that F = (Ker a) n K, where a ~ 7r(K). Since b 
R(a) iff b(K) c (Ker a) n K, clearly we have ~K, F = R(a). 
(b) =~ (c): Choose any vector z ~ int K*. Then a'z ~ K*. For any 
y ~ K, we have 
(a ' z ,y )=O iff (z ,  ay) =0 iff y~(Kera)  AK .  
But (Ker a) n K = F, so we have F = dK,(~(a'z)), i.e., F is an exposed 
face of K. 
(c) ~ (b): I f  F is an exposed face, then there exists z ~ K* such that 
F = dK,(~(z)) .  Take any nonzero vector x ~ K. Then xz' ~ "rr(K) and 
(Ker xz') n K = F. 
(c) ~ (d): This follows from [13, Theorem 4.4(e)]. 
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(ii) This follows from part (i), Observation 2.4, and the characterization 
of right facial ideals of 7r(K) as mentioned in the paragraph preceding this 
theorem. 
(iii) In this case choose a nonexposed face F of K. Then ¢rK, ~ is a right 
facial ideal which by part (i) is not a right annihilator. • 
A face F of K is called a p-exposed (or projectionally exposed) face if 
there is an idempotent p [~ 7r(K)] such that p[K] = F; if, in addition, p is 
a projection, then F is called an o.p.-exposed (or orthogonal projectionally 
exposed) face. If every face of K is p-exposed (o.p.-exposed), we say that K 
is a p-exposed (o.p.-exposed) cone. (See [4] and [9] and the references there 
for the origins of the concepts.) 
In [9, Corollary 4.4] (with a nontrivial proof) it is established that every 
p-exposed cone is a facially exposed cone. However, a facially exposed cone 
need not be p-exposed (see [9, Example 6.7]); also, "'exposed face" and 
"p-exposed lace" are logically independent concepts. In addition, the follow- 
ing result can also be obtained. [It is just a reformulation of Corollary 4.5 of 
[9] with an additional part that covers the o.p.-exposed case (which follows 
also from Theorem 4.3 of [9]).] 
REMARK 2.7. If K is not a p-exposed (o.p.-exposed) cone, then K must 
have an exposed face which is not a p-exposed (o.p.-exposed) face. 
LEMMA 2.8. If  F is a face of K, then F is a p-exposed (o.p.-exposed) 
face if and only if there exists an idempotent (projection) p ~ 7r(K) such 
that 7rr, e = pTr(K). 
Proof. " I f"  part: Suppose that there exists an idempotent p ~ ~r(K) 
such that ~K,F=PTr(K) .  Then, we have p E 7rK, F and hence Imp c 
span F. On the other hand, it is clear that p is a left identity of pzf(K). 
Hence, for any y ~ F, 0 4: z ~ K*, since yz' ~ 7rK, V, we have p(y)z'  = 
p(yz') = yz' or p(y)  = y. This establishes the reverse inclusion F ___ Imp 
and hence the equality. Therefore, F is a p-exposed face. 
"Only if" part: Let F be a p-exposed face of K. Then there exists an 
idempotent p ~ 7r(K) such that p[K] = F. It is easy to show that then we 
have 7r~, F = pTr(K). 
With almost the same proof, one can also establish the "o.p.-exposed" 
part of this lemma. • 
For completeness' sake, we include the following result, though we do not 
need it in the sequel. 
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REMARK 2.9. Let p ~ 7r(K) be an idempotent element. Then p[ K ] is a 
face of K if and only if prr(K) is a right facial ideal of 7r(K). If, in addition, 
K is a facially exposed cone, then the condition that pTr(K) is a right 
annihilator is also another equivalent condition. 
To see this, first suppose that p[K] is a face of K. Then (as already 
mentioned in the proof for the "only if" part of Lemma 2.8) we have 
prr(K) = 7r K ptK] and hence per(K) is a right facial ideal. Conversely, 
suppose that "pTr(K) is a right facial ideal. Then plr(K) = rrK, F for some 
face F of K. It is not difficult to see that then we have F = 13 ~K a[K] = 
p[ K ]. Hence p[ K] is a face of K. The last assertion follows from Theorem 
2.6. 
We are now ready to obtain our characterizations of proper cones K for 
which 7r(K) is a right (left) Baer semiring. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let K be a proper cone in ~". The foUowing conditions 
are all equivalent: 
(a) K is a projectionally exposed cone. 
(b) Every right facial ideal of ¢r(K) is a right ideal generated by an 
idempotent element. 
(c) or(K) is a right Baer semiring. 
Proof. (a) ~ (b): Every right facial ideal of 7r(K) is of the form 7rK, F 
for some face F of K. Since F is necessarily a p-exposed face, by Lemma 2.8 
we have 7rK, F = prr(K) for some idempotent p ~ 7r(K). 
(b) ~ (c): Follows from Observation 2.4(ii). 
(c) =* (a): Suppose that K is not a p-exposed cone. By Remark 2.7 there 
exists an exposed face F of K which is not p-exposed. By Theorem 2.6(i) and 
Lemma 2.8, 7rn, e is a right annihilator which is not of the form prr(K) for 
some idempotent p ~ ¢r(K). Hence ¢r(K) is not a right Baer semiring. • 
For any subset ~¢ of 7r(K), it is clear that ~ is a left facial ideal of 7r(K) 
i f f~ ¢' is a right facial ideal of 7r(K*). And in view of Lemma 2.5 we readily 
obtain the following dual result of Theorem 2.10. 
THEOREM 2.11. Let K be a proper cone of ~n. The following conditions 
are all equivalent: 
(a) K* is a projectionally exposed cone. 
(b) Every left facial ideal of 7r(K) is a left ideal generated by an 
idempotent element. 
(c) ~r(K) is a left Baer semiring. 
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It is known that every polyhedral cone is a p-exposed cone (see [9, 
Corollary 3.4]). Furthermore, the dual cone of a polyhedral cone is always 
polyhedral. In view of Theorems 2.10 and 2.11 we readily obtain the 
following. 
COROLLARY 2.12. Let K be a proper polyhedral cone. Then 7r ( K ) is both 
a right and left Baer semiring. 
With almost he same proof as that for Theorem 2.10 (and 2.11), one can 
also establish the following. 
THEOREM 2.13. Let K be a proper cone. The following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) K ( K* ) is an orthogonal projectionally exposed cone. 
(b) Every right (left) facial ideal of 7r(K) is a right (left) ideal gener- 
ated by a projection. 
(c) Every right (left) annihilator of 7r(K) is a right (left) ideal gener- 
ated by a projection. 
In the general theory of Baer rings and Baer *-rings as expounded in [7], 
central idempotents play a major role. However, for the semiring 7r(K) this 
is no longer the ease, because the identity matrix and the zero matrix are the 
only central idempotents of 7r(K). Indeed, if p is a central idempotent of 
rr(K), then since ~,  = 7r(K) - 7r(K), p must commute with each matrix 
in ~)2~, and hence is a scalar matrix. But p is an idempotent; hence it must be 
the identity matrix or the zero matrix. 
3. BAER *-SEMIRINGS 
We call 7r(K) a *-semiring if it is closed under the transposition map '; 
in such a case,'  is clearly an involution (i.e. an antiautomorphism whose 
square is the identity) of the semiring 7r(K). 
LEMMA 3.1. The following are equivalent conditions on a proper 
cone K: 
(a) 7r(K) is a *-semiring. 
(b) 7r(K) = ~r(K*). 
(c) K is self-dual. 
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Proof. First, the condition that 7r(K) is closed under the transposition 
map means that Tr(KY c_ 7r(K). By applying the operation' to both sides, 
we obtain rr(K) = 7r(KY' c Tr(K)'; hence, the condition is equivalent o 
7r(K) = ~(K)' .  On the other hand, we always have 7r(K)' = 7r(K*). So it is 
clear that conditions (a) and (b) are equivalent. 
(c) =~ (b): Trivial. 
(b) ~ (c): Choose any nonzero z ~ K*. For any y ~ K, we have yz' 
7r(K) = 7r(K*). Hence, (z ' z )y  = (yz ' )z  ~ K*. This shows that K c K*. 
By symmetry of condition (b), the reverse inclusion also holds. • 
Borrowing from the usual definition of a Baer *-ring (see [7, p. 27]), we 
adopt the following definition of a Baer *-semiring [for rr(K)]. 
DEFINITION 3.2. We call 7r(K) a Baer *-semiring if rr(K) is a 
*-semiring with the property that every right annihilator of 7r(K) is a right 
ideal generated by a projection. 
Below we give several equivalent conditions for ~r(K) to be a Baer 
* -semiring. 
THEOREM 3.3. The following are equivalent conditions on a proper cone 
K: 
(a) 7r(K) is a Baer *-semiring. 
(b) K is a perfect cone. 
(c) 7r(K) has the property that every right annihilator is a right ideal 
generated by a projection, and also that every left annihilator is a left ideal 
generated by a projection. 
Proof. It is known that a self-dual cone is perfect iff it is an o.p.-exposed 
cone (see [1, Proposition 1]). 
(a) =, (b): Let 7r(K) be a Baer *-semiring. Then K is an o.p.-ex-posed 
cone by Theorem 2.13, and a self-dual cone by Lemma 3.1. Hence, by our 
initial remark, K is a perfect cone. 
(b) =* (a): If K is a perfect cone, then K is self-dual and hence ~-(K) is a 
*-semiring. Furthermore, since K is an o.p.-exposed cone, by Theorem 2.13 
every right annihilator of 7r(K) is a right ideal generated by a projection. 
Hence 7r(K) is a Baer *-semiring. 
(a) =~ (c): It is straightforward to show that the condition that every right 
annihilator of rr(K) is a right ideal generated by a projection is equivalent to 
the condition that every left annihilator of ~-(K*) is a left ideal generated by 
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a projection [the proof being almost he same as that for Lemma 2.5(i)]. In 
the case when 7r(K) is a Baer *-semiring, by Lemma 3.1 we have 7r(K*) = 
7r(K). Thus, by the definition of a Baer *-semiring, condition (c) follows. 
(c) ~ (a): Here we need only show that K is a self-dual cone. By 
Theorem 2.13 the condition that every right annihilator of 7r(K) is a right 
ideal generated by a projection is equivalent to that K is an o.p.-exposed 
cone. But every o.p.-exposed cone is subpolar (this is implicit in the previous 
works [4, 9] and follows from the fact that the extreme rays of an o.p.-exposed 
cone are all o.p.-exposed faces), so we have K G K*. Using the "left" 
condition, we also obtain K* G K, and hence K is self-dual. • 
For other characterizations of perfect cones, see [1, Theorem 1 and 
Proposition 1] and Theorem 4.7 of this paper. 
Since the nonnegative orthant ~_ of ~n is a perfect cone and ¢r(R~_) is 
the semiring of all n X n nonnegative matrices, by Theorem 3.3 we readily 
obtain the following not obvious result. 
THEOREM 3.4, The semiring of n X n nonnegative matrices is a Baer 
* -semiring. 
To end this section, we would like to mention that the only polyhedral 
perfect cones are the self-dual simplicial cones, or equivalently, cones that are 
isometrically isomorphic with some nonnegative orthants (see [3, Theorem 
1]). Also, every polyhedral o.p.-exposed cone is simplicial and subpolar (see 
[9, Theorem 3.7]). 
4. SEMILATTICES OF PROJECTIONS 
We denote by ~(K)  the set of all projections in ~-(K). In the set ~(K)  
we have two possible partial orders. One is the order induced by 7r(K), viz. 
p > q iff p - q ~ ~r(K). The other is the standard order for the lattice of 
projections in a Hilbert space (and for idempotents in a semigroup), namely, 
q c p iff pq = q (therefore pq = qp = q). We denote this latter partial 
order by ___, since it is a standard argument o show that q ___ p iff 
Imq___Imp. Note that here the condition Imq___ Imp can also be re- 
placed by q[K] c_ p[K]. This follows readily from the fact that for any 
idempotent p ~ 7r(K), we have p[K]  = Im p O K (and also that K is a full 
cone). Still another (readily verified) equivalent condition is that qcr(K)  c_ 
p~r( K ). 
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For any subcone S of K, we denote by Ps the projection of ~" onto 
spanS, and by S d the dual of S in its own linear span, i.e. S d = {y 
spanS: (y ,x )  >0fora l l  x ~ S}. 
The following result describes when a subset of a self-dual cone K is the 
image of K under some projection in 7r(K). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let F be a subcone of a self-dual cone K. Then F is 
self-dual in its own linear span if and only if Pr[ K ] = F. 
Proof. Since F G K, it is always true that 
FCspanFNKGpF[K] .  
"Only if" part: It suffices to show that PF[K] G F. For any y ~ K and 
any x ~ F, we have (PF(Y), x)  = (y ,  x) >_ 0, as K is self-dual. Hence, 
pv[ K ] G F a = F. 
" I f "  part: Since K is self-dual, it is obvious that F G F d. To prove the 
reverse inclusion, take any z ~ F d. Then for any y ~ K, since pF[K] = F, 
we have ( z ,y )  = (z,  pr (y ) )  >=0" Hence, z ~spanF~ K* = spanFf~ 
K. But by the assumption pF[K] = F and our initial remark, we have 
spanF N K = F. Hence, z ~ F. This completes our proof. • 
THEOREM 4.2. For any two 
limk -=(P l  P2) k always exists and 
Imp1 A Imps .  
projections Pl, P2 of ~", the limit 
is equal to the projection of ~" onto 
Proof. For convenience denote Pl P2 by t. It suffices to show that 
(i) lira k .~ tk(x) = x for all x ~ Im Pl A Im P2, and 
(ii) lim k~ tk(x) = 0 for all x ~ (Ira Pl N Im p2) ± 
Since the restriction of t to Im Pl f~ Im P2 is the identity operator, (i) 
clearly holds. 
We denote the euclidean orm of ~ r, and also the corresponding induced 
operator norm both by 11- II. Since 1[ pill = 1 for i = 1, 2, we have 
LltxlL =IL p,( p2x)ll p2(x)]l Ilxll (,) 
for any x ~ R". We contend that Iltxll < Ilx[I whenever x ff Im Pl O Im P2. 
Then we have either x ff Im P2 or x ~ Im P2 but x ~ Im Pl- In the first 
case, the second inequality of (* )  is strict. In the second case we have 
x = p2(x) and the first inequality is strict. So in all cases our assertion holds. 
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Since Im Pl f3 Im P2 is invariant under P2Pl, (Im Pl (3 Im P2)" is 
invariant under (P2 Pl)' = Pl P2 = t. We are going to show that the spectral 
radius of the restriction of t to (Im Pl y) Im p2) ~ is less than 1. Once this is 
proved, (ii) will follow. Let A be any eigenvalue (real or complex) of the 
restriction map. Then there exist vectors u, v ~ (Im Pl (~ Im P2)" , not 
both zero, such that t(u + iv) = A(u + iv). [Here we are working in the 
complexification of (Ira Pl N Im P2)" .] Taking the square of the euclidean 
norm of both sides, we obtain 
Iltnll 2 + Iltvll 2 = IAI2(llull z + Ilvl12). 
But we have Iltull ~ Ilulf and [Itvll ~ Ilvll, and with at least one strict inequal- 
ity, as at least one of the vectors u, v does not belong to Im Pl f3 Im P2- 
Hence [A[ < 1. The proof is complete. • 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let K be a proper cone. I f  K 1 and K 2 are subcones of 
K for which there exist projections Pl, P2 ~ ¢r(K) such that K~ = p~[K], 
i = 1,2, then there is a projection p ~ 7r(K)such that p[K] = K 1 ~ K 2. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.2 l imk_~=(plp2) k exists and is equal to the 
projection onto Im Pl ~ hn P2. Denote this projection by p. Since 7r(K) is 
closed, clearly p ~ 7r(K). Furthermore, we have 
p[K]  = Imp OK= lmpl  ~ Imp2 (3K=K 1 ¢3K 2. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let K be a proper cone. I f  F 1 and F 2 are o.p.-exposed 
faces of K, then so is F 1 • F 2. 
We would like to pose the following open question: 
QUESTION 4.5. Is the intersection of two p-exposed faces of a proper 
cone a p-exposed face? 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let K be a proper cone. Suppose that each maximal 
face of K is an o.p,-exposed face. I f  the face lattice q~(K) is relatively 
complemented or the duality operator d K is surjective, then K is an o.p.-ex- 
posed cone. 
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Proof. First, suppose that ~(K)  is a relatively complemented lattice. By 
[8, Theorem 3.5] each face of K is an intersection of maximal faces, and by 
our assumption each maximal face is an o.p.-exposed face. In view of 
Corollary 4.4, it follows that each face of K is an o.p.-exposed face, 
Now suppose that d r is surjective. In this case, by [13, Lemma 5.12] each 
exposed face of K is an intersection of maximal faces, from which we deduce 
that each exposed face of K is an o.p.-exposed face. In view of Remark 2.7, it 
follows that K is an o.p.-exposed cone. • 
By Corollary 4.6 it is clear that if K is a polyhedral cone such that each of 
its maximal faces is an o.p.-exposed face, then K is an o.p.-exposed cone. 
This establishes the implication (iii) ~ (i) of [9, Theorem 3.7] and offers an 
alternative simpler proof of that result. Note that for a self-dual cone K, d r 
is surjective iff it is injective. With this, the following is another immediate 
consequence of Corollary 4.6. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let K be a proper cone. Then K is a perfect cone if and 
only if K is a self-dual facially exposed cone with the property that each of its 
maximal faces is an o.p.-exposed face. 
Nevertheless, the following is still an open question. 
QUESTION 4.8. Let K be a proper cone. If each maximal face of K is 
p-exposed (o.p.-exposed), does it follow that K is a p-exposed (o.p.-exposed) 
cone~ 
For a proper cone K, we denote by ~0(K) the collection of all o.p.- 
exposed faces of K. It is straightforward to verify that the association F ~ PF 
defines an order-preserving isomorphism from the partially ordered set 
(~0(K), c )  into the partially ordered set (9 (K) ,  _). In this sense, we may 
regard ~0(K), c )  as a subset of ~(K)  with the induced partial order. In 
fact, we can say a little more. 
THEOREM 4.9. For a proper cone K, the partially ordered sets 
(,~(K), c )  and (~0(K), G) are both complete lattices. Furthermore, 
(~0(K), _)  is a subsemilattice of (~(K) ,  ~)  with respect to the meet 
operation. 
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Proof. Let ~ be a nonempty subset of 9 (K) .  Since our underlying 
space is finite-dimensional, we can find P l . . . . .  Pm ~ ~ such that 
fq ~'-- 1 Im p~ = f'l q ~ ~ Im q. Then by Corollary 4.3 and its proof, there exists 
p ~(K)  such that Im p = Im Pl N Im P2 fq "'" f5 Imp, , .  Obviously p is 
the greatest lower bound for ~. The set ~ of all upper bounds for ~ is 
nonempty, because it contains at least the identity operator. By what we have 
just proved, inf "~ exists, and is clearly the least upper bound for ~. This 
proves that (9 (K) ,  c )  is a complete lattice. 
As explained in the paragraph preceding this theorem, under the identifi- 
cation F ~ PF, (~o (K), ~)  can be treated as a partially ordered subset of 
(9 (K) ,  c) .  If F 1, F 2 ~ ~0(K), then by Corollaries 4.3 and 4.4 F 1 A F2 is 
clearly the meet of F 1 and F z in (~(K) ,  c) ,  as well as in (~0(K),  c) .  
Hence, (~0(K),  ___) is a subsemilattice of (9 (K) ,  ~)  under the meet 
operation. Using a similar argument o that for (~(K) ,  ___), one can also 
show that (~0(K),  ___) is a complete lattice. • 
THEOREM 4.10. Let K be a perfect cone. Then (~(K) ,  ___) is a sublattice 
of (9 (K) ,  G) i f  and only if  K is simplicial. 
Proof. "Only if" part: Take any extreme ray (I)(x) of K. For conve- 
nience, denote dK(@(x)) by M and the projection P~(x) by Px. By our 
hypothesis K is a self-dual, o.p.-exposed cone, so clearly M is a face of K 
and p~, PM ~(K ' ) .  Since (~(K) ,  _ )  is a sublattice of (~(K) ,  ___), p~ V 
PM = Pc, where F = (I)(x) V M. Indeed, F = K, in view of 
dK[¢(x )  V M]  = d ,~[* (x )  v d ,~(e(x ) ) ]  
= dK( ' : I ' (x) )  A d,¢(,~,¢(¢(~)))  = O. 
Hence, we have p~ v p:~ = I (the identity operator). On the other hand, we 
have Px + PM ~(K) ,  as PxPM = PuPx = 0, and also Px + PM 2px  v PM, 
as  
( Px + PM)( K) 2 ¢I)( X) t J M = pr( K) U pM( K). 
Thus we have Px + PM = I, and so K is the orthogonal direct sum of qb(x) 
and M. 
Next, choose an extreme ray (I)(y) of M, and let M' denote the dual face 
of qb(y) in M d = M. Using a similar argument as above, we obtain (P(y) v 
M'=M,  py +pM,~(K) ,  and py +pM,_Dpu. But Im(py +pM, )G 
Im py +Im PM' G M; hence it follows that py + PM' = P~, and so M is the 
orthogonal direct sum of (I)(y) and M'. Repeating the argument, after a 
finite number of steps, we can express K as a direct sum of finitely many 
mutually orthogonal extreme rays. 
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" I f"  part: Let F, G ~ ~(  K ). Clearly, PF V G ~ PF, PG and hence PF v G 
2 PF V PG" On the other hand, we have (Pv v pc ) (K)  2 p~(K)  = F and 
also (PF V pc) (K)  D_ G, so that (pev  pc) (K)  D_ F + G. Since K is simpli- 
cial, we have F + G = F V G; so PF V PG ~ PF v G, and hence the equality 
holds. By Theorem 4.9 we also have PF A Pc = PF ^ c. This proves that 
(~(K) ,  c )  is a sublattice of(~@(K), _). • 
5. EQUIVALENCE OF IDEMPOTENTS AND *-EQUIVALENCE 
OF PROJECTIONS 
In [7] Kaplansky gives a definition of equivalence of idempotents and 
*-equivalence of projections in Baer rings and Baer *-rings respectively. 
hnitating his definitions, we carry over the concepts to semirings of the type 
~-(K). 
DEFINITION 5.1. We call two idempotents p, q ~ r r (K)  equivalent if 
there exist x, y ~ rr(K) such that p = yx, q = xy, xyx = x, and yxy = y. 
REMARK 5.2. In Definition 5.1 the pair of conditions xyx = x and 
yxy = y really says that x, y are semiinverses of each other. As can be readily 
shown, in this definition, this pair of conditions can be replaced by x 
qrr (K)p  and y ~ pr r (K )q  (as in [7, Theorem 14(3)]). 
DEFINITION 5.3. We call two projections p, q ~ r r (K)  *-equivalent if 
there exist x, y ~ rr(K) such that y = x', p = yx, and q = xy. 
REMARK 5.4. 
(i) Our definition of *-equivalence for projections is also similar to the 
usual definition of equivalence for projections found in the theory of yon 
Neumann algebras or C*-algebras. 
(ii) When x, y fulfill the requirements of Definition 5.3, necessarily they 
are both partial isometries and satisfy, in addition, the pair of conditions 
xyx = x and yxy = y. [By a partial isometry u on a Hilbert space we mean 
an operator u with the property that Ilu(t)ll = Iltll for all t ~ (ker u) l . Our 
assertion follows from [5, p. 250, Exercise 15].] Hence, x and y are 
Moore-Penrose inverses of each other. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let K be a proper cone, and let p, q ~ 7r(K) be idempo- 
tents. Then p and q are equivalent i f  and only i f  the cones Imp f3 K and 
Im q f~ K are linearly isorm~rphic. 
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Proof. "Only if" part: Let p and q be equivalent idempotents. Then 
there exist x, y E 7r(K) such that p = yx, q = xy, x = xyx, and y = yxy. 
In view of the pair of conditions x =xyx and y =yxy,  x and y are 
semiinverses to each other. Hence, by [11, Theorem 3.1 and its proof], x 
takes hn p O K isomorphically onto Im q n K. 
" I f"  part: Suppose that the cones Imp n K and Im q n K are linearly 
isomorphic. Then there exists a linear isomorphism ~p : Im p ~ Im q such 
that qfflm p) = Im q. Take x to be the mapping p followed by ~#, and y be 
the mapping q followed by q~ 1. It is straightforward to verify (or by [11, Fact 
2.1]) that x, y ~ 7r(K) and fulfill the conditions for p, q to be equivalent 
idempotents. • 
THEOREM 5.6. Let K be a proper cone, and let p, q ~ ~(  K ). Then p 
and q are * -equivalent if and only i f  the cones hn p n K and Im q N K are 
isometrically isomorphic. 
Proof. "Only if" part: The proof is similar to that for the "only if" part 
of Theorem 5.5, except that we need the fact that x induces an isometry 
between hn p and Im q. This is indeed the case, because for any a, b ~ Imp 
we have 
< x(a), x(b)> =<a, = <a,b>, 
where the last equality follows from the assumption that p = x'x is a 
projection. 
" I f"  part: In this ease there is an isometry q~ : Im p --* Im q that takes 
Imp n K onto Im q n K. Let x be the mapping p followed by q0, and y be 
the mapping q followed by ~p i. Obviously, x, y ~ 7r(K). Since q~ is an 
isometry, the adjoint of q0 equals q~ I. But q~ is also the restriction of x to 
(ker x) ± (= Im p) with range Im q; hence the adjoint of q~ is equal to the 
restriction of x' to (ker x') ± = Im q. It follows that 
x' = (x'lim q)Oq = q~-I oq = y. 
Now we are ready to verify that x, y fulfill the conditions for p, q to be 
* -equivalent. • 
From Theorems 5.5 and 5.6 it is clear that the equivalence of idempotents 
and the * -equivalence of projections in 7r(K) are equivalence relations. 
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It is known (and not difficult to show) that if p, q are projections of A n, 
then there exists an operator x on N" such that p = x'x and q = xx' (i.e., p 
and q are equivalent in the usual sense) if and only if rank p = rank q. For 
the semiring 7r(N~) we have the following analogous result. 
THEOREM 5.7. Let p, q E rr(N~+ ) be idempotents (projections). Then p 
and q are equivalent (*-equivalent) if and only if rank p = rank q. 
Proof. We treat the "idempotent" case first. Note that for any idempo- 
tent p ~ 7r(R~_), we have 
rank p = dim P[N~-I = dim (Ira p n N+).  
"Only if" part: Suppose that p and q are equivalent. By Theorem 5.5 the 
cones Imp n R n+ and Im q n ~+" are linearly isomorphic. Hence, we have 
rank p = dim(Im p n N~) = dim(Im q O I~_) = rank q. 
"'If" part: By [11, Corollary 4.6], Imp n ~[  and Im q n R~_ are both 
simplicial cones, and are of the same dimension as rank p = rank q. Hence, 
the cones Imp n ~ and hn q n R" + are linearly isomorphic. By Theorem 
5.5 it follows that p and q are equivalent. 
Now we treat the "projection" case. For the "only if" part the same proof 
applies. The proof for the "i f" part also goes in a similar way, only that we 
are using Theorem 5.6. For that matter we need the fact that Imp n R~ n
and Im q N ~+ are both self-dual (in addition to being simplicial). By 
Proposition 4.1 this is indeed the case. The proof is complete. • 
We would like to thank the referee fi)r providing short, easy proofs for the 
implication (b) ~ (c) in part (i) of Theorem 2.6 and the implication (b) ~ (c) 
in Lemma 3.1. 
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